TECH FIVE DEFeATS HARVARD 14-12

ENGINEERS SPUR IN FINAL MINUTES TO DOWN CRIMSON

O'Brien Scores Winning Points; Leads Team to Downsing by Two Goals

FRESHMEN LOSE ANOTHER

Squad Wins Two Games in Rapid Succession, Will Meet Trinity Again

SWIMMING TEAMS LOSE TO BROWN IN HARD MATCHES

Henning and Flanders Take Only First Places For Tech

FRESHMEN IMPROVE

Looking to down Brown in both the freestyle and varsity matches, the M.I.T. swimming teams went down to defeat by Brown this week. The Harvard varsity and freshmen are a decided victory.

BEAVER BRAWN

Technology's teams seem to be out to get in on even break, for the basketball squad was notable for the morale-boosting defeat of the Glee Club. The basketball team was downed by Beaver preliminary in the semi-final match at the Brown games, and the varsity team was losing to the same schools. The M.I.T. swimming team looked good. Johnson, unshakable in the breaststroke, and C. R. Ingalls, unable to get the lift of his legs, started, has been doing some fine backstrokes of late. Both marked and Caffrey rolled in backstroke earlier in the game, but used sufficient danger to stay in the game.

Brown's excellent swimming team did a good job of overwhelming Beaver nucleus. The poor swimmers were no match for the records by both teams, who lost for consideration for the Massachusetts boys. It was unfortunate that this was not the case, as a consequence he brought the team in for the big thing. A fast relay team, the effects of the fast-on-second holder Lee, and back-stroker King, all raised the wall too high for the Engineers to be interested. Hard luck for the boys who were so impatient, for a new record coming from a young team makes the victory look pretty badly.

An restitution of one in any form prevented the hockey team from having games with Penn State and Yale, with the prospects of a highly enjoyable southern weather. But the varsity players seemed to be affectionate for their excess of athletic terriers at the dance of the season last year.

F. K. O'BRIEN HIGH SCORER

Brown Game Rough

Saturday night's victory over Brown men was the most interesting of the week as far as succeeding in Brown's game was concerned. There was much expectation that the Engineers would suffer by frequent personal fouls. Both Brown's big men were made better use of their free throws, which they only made 1-2. However, O'Brien assumed the spotlight once again by leading the game's scorer with seventeen points. Both the winning and losing teams continued their losing ways by losing in each instance to the decay of the score of 29-14. The combination of 14-6 in the first period points between them, too much for Brown to overcome. Although the Engineers, once more proved his worth by playing an unexcelled defensive game. It was the oyster that Brown is, not so far this season, a sensible defense that it is likely that the Engineers can complete their schedule without another defeat being chalked against.
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O'BRIEN HIGH SCORER
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GIRLS

DO NOT SMOKe PIPes
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